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Antal Dorati (1906-1988) was a Hungarian born musician, known primarily as a conductor. He 
spent much of his career promoting 20th century works and commissioning new music. He was 
music director of many major orchestras, including the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, the 
Minneapolis and BBC Symphonies, and the Detroit and National Symphony Orchestras. One of 
the reasons he held so many director positions was that he had a remarkable ability to 
reorganize and build up orchestras that were struggling. He eventually became an American 
Citizen in 1947. 
 
Cinq Pièces Pour le Hautbois has become one of the contemporary standards of the oboe 
repertoire. Written in 1980, this piece uses a variety of interesting compositional techniques. 
The first movement - “The grasshopper and the ant” is based on a folk tale of the same name. 
In it, the grasshopper is characterized as an artist, and often a singer. Winter is coming, and the 
artist has not prepared for the cold. The grasshopper goes to the hard-working ant to ask for 
help, but is refused. Dorati portrays the different characters very clearly. 
The second and third movements are more straightforward - a lyrical “love letter” with a much 
more standard harmonic language, and the “Fugue in three voices”. The fugue is angular and 
marcato, and one can often hear the different voices trading off in their respective registers. 
Movement four is a modal lullaby that, when played on the piano, uses almost entirely black 
keys; and the fifth movement is comprised of two short sections: “Le spiel” and “Le trick”. Le 
Spiel is marked with the instruction “parlando” - meaning “speaking” as if one is introducing a 
magic trick - which is then musically portrayed in “le trick”. This movement is serial, or 12-tone. 
The piece shows off a wide range of expressive possibilities on the oboe. Dorati dedicated the 
piece to the legendary Swiss oboist Heinz Holliger, who also gave the premiere. 
 
Nancy Galbraith (b.1951) resides in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where she is Chair of 
Composition at the Carnegie Mellon University School of Music, and holds the Vira I Heinz 
Professorship of Music endowed chair. In a career that spans four decades, her music has 
earned praise for its rich harmonic texture, rhythmic vitality, emotional and spiritual depth, and 
wide range of expression. Her works have been directed by some of the world's finest 
conductors, including Gennady Rozhdestvensky, Mariss Jansons, Keith Lockhart, Donald 



Runnicles, and Robert Page. Her compositions are featured on numerous recordings, including 
nine anthologies. With major contributions to the repertoires of symphony orchestras, concert 
choirs, wind ensembles, chamber ensembles, electroacoustic ensembles, and soloists, 
Galbraith plays a leading role in defining the sound of contemporary classical music. 
 
"Incantation and Allegro" was written for and dedicated to Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra 
principal oboist, Cynthia Koledo DeAlmeida, principal bassoonist, Nancy Goeres, and pianist, 
Luz Manriquez.  
 
As the title "Incantation and Allegro" indicates, this work has two very different moods. The first 
movement is slow, lyrical and somewhat magical sounding. It ends with a solo texture in the 
piano which moves attacca into the second movement. The allegro remains fast throughout, 
with a tonal rhythmic texture in the piano and lyrical lines in the oboe and bassoon. —N.G. 
 
 
Miniatures  
 
Sophie Kastner (She/her) is a composition graduate student at McGill University studying with 
Melissa Hui. She previously studied Music and English Literature at Skidmore College in 
Saratoga Springs, NY. 
 
Sh’varim, for solo oboe, is based on the traditional calls of the shofar. There are four traditional 
calls, Tekiah, Sh’varim, Teruah, and Tekiah Gedolah. The hebrew word Sh’varim, meaning “to 
break,” connotes both its sound, three short individual calls, and its purpose, the breaking up of 
camp to attend worship. The piece draws on motives from all three calls, but focuses on the 
juxtaposition between the word “to break” and the concept of worship. The piece therefore uses 
a staccato motive to represent the breaking apart, while the overall form returns to unity by the 
end, thus drawing on the inherent contradiction within the call to worship. 
 
 
Elliot Yokum (they/them) is an LA-based composer and sound designer. They are a graduate 
student studying sound design at the CalArts School of Theater. In their free time, they stare 
longingly out the window as they wait for the game Animal Crossing: New Horizons to be 
released for the Nintendo Switch. 
 
etude on the tiles in my moms shower that vaguely resemble a drowning woman is 
“inspired by structure and flow, by strange shapes in mundane objects, by how we as humans 
can't help but to create tales out of the most ordinary of things, by the images we can't help but 
see in the inkblots” - elliot yokum 
 
"we begin in the dark and birth is the death of us" 
-Antigone, Antigonick (Sophocles; trans. Anne Carson) 
 



 
Joshua Brown (He/him) is an American sound artist and dramaturg currently working in both 
Louisville, KY, and Pittsburgh, PA. His work often explores the innate musics of everyday 
language and noise, existential dread, and intimacy in the new media age. As a dramaturg, he 
has directed and produced contemporary opera festivals and play workshop series. Joshua 
holds a Bachelor's degree in Technical Writing and Music Technology and an Advanced Music 
Studies Certificate from Carnegie Mellon University. 
 
McGill-ty Pleasures is “an experiment in returning to my roots as a lyrical wind player. This 
piece operates toward both ends of the oboe's playable spectrum and represents an absurd 
stretching of the sort of music I wanted to write when I began composing (and when I was still a 
practicing oboist).”- Joshua Brown 
 
 
Russell Henry Holbert (he/him) is a Pittsburgh-based tenor, composer, and poet. He is a 
maker of opera and friendship, valuing the emotions and adventures hidden in the mundane. He 
is currently reading Dune for the first time and spends a lot of his time with his partner, Dante, 
and his cats Ben, Jerry, and Edie. 
 
Sestina is “the second life of a poem I wrote memorializing my late grandparents. They passed 
when I was young and, as a result, I feel myself cobbling together memories to figure out who 
they were. Adjusting the focus of a camera, but letting in too much light. I tried to poetically 
capture this experience of constantly revising a memory, clutching to red tomatoes and green 
shutters. The choice to musicalize this poem came out of a fear of revision. There is still a 
reluctance to give the poem its full life out of fear that I will unravel a memory I am satisfied with. 

This piece tracks the transformation of a memory and the emotional responses to it. 
There are moments of mourning cries, hiccups of disorienting anxiety, sighs of connected 
peace. The motivic work of this piece mirrors that of the sestina form, repeating “words” in 
specific patterns of each “stanza”, ending in a coda comprised of each motif together.” - Russell 
Holbert  
 
 
Andrew Dewey (he/him) is known for his explorations in incorporating philosophy, drama, and 
experimentation into his works. These explorations have ranged from solo instrumental works to 
one-act operas to staged performance pieces. Dewey is currently a student of John Rot at the 
University of Denver's Lamont School of Music. 
 
Is He Cute or Is He Creepy? “I feel like if you have to ask, he's creepy” John Rot 
 
 
Ralph Vaughan Williams was a British composer born in 1872. Vaughan Williams’ work 
spanned six decades and was definitive of British music in the twentieth century. The oboe 
concerto was written in 1943 and 1944 for Leon Goossens, one of the most well-known oboists 



of the time. Vaughan Williams wrote the concerto directly after completing his Fifth symphony, 
and he shared various musical ideas between the two pieces. The concerto has a slow and 
lyrical first movement, very short scherzo second movement, and virtuosic and flourishing third 
movement.  
 


